The FedEx Corporation restricts the sale on eBay for safety and security reasons of certain FedEx branded items issued by any of its subsidiary companies (e.g., FedEx Express, FedEx Ground, FedEx Freight, FedEx Kinko's, FedEx Custom Critical, FedEx Trade Networks, FedEx Services) (collectively "FedEx").

The following is a list of items that are restricted from sale:

**Uniform Apparel:** Any article of clothing issued by any FedEx company to any former or current FedEx employee, including but not limited to hub employees, ramp employees, flight crew members, couriers, customer service agents, handlers and management personnel that bears the "FedEx" name and mark in any form or in any combination with other words on it. Uniform apparel issued by the Company remains Company property at all times. FedEx issues these items to be used for their intended purpose only.

**I.D. Badges and Other Identification Insignia:** Any FedEx issued I.D. badge or other identification insignia that indicates employee, crew member or vendor status. Identification credentials are issued by FedEx and remain FedEx property at all times. FedEx issues these items to be used for their intended purpose only.

**Proprietary Materials:** Any FedEx issued manual, guide, handbook, policy book, or other printed material regarding any facet of FedEx including, but not limited to all manner of operations, training, safety, security, maintenance, personnel, finance, information technology and marketing. These items are proprietary materials issued by FedEx and remain FedEx property at all times. These items are to be used by current FedEx employees for their intended purpose only.

**Packaging Material:** Any type of FedEx labeled packaging material, including but not limited to FedEx airbills, airbill pouches, FedEx envelopes, FedEx paks and FedEx boxes. These items can be ordered free of charge at fedex.com.